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The Bioreactions group is using enzymes as biocatalysts to support the synthesis of chiral
building blocks and drug candidates, facilitating Novartis research from early discovery
through to development. Enzymes adherent chemo-, regio- and stereoselective properties
make them great catalysts in stereochemically challenging syntheses and their evolvability
allows them to be engineered towards different targets. Leveraging advances in
bioinformatics, we identify novel enzymes by applying genome mining principles to build novel
and diverse enzyme screening panels. We conduct enzyme engineering to improve the
efficiency and/or selectivity and to deliver better catalysts to our collaborators across the
organisation. This is enabled by our recently established high throughput and automated
screening workflows. Biocatalysis will help us to tackle the increasing chemical complexity in
pharmaceutical industry especially in areas such as late-stage functionalisation, bioconjugates
and post-translational peptide modifications. Our vision is to improve the environmental

footprint of our chemistry as biocatalysts usually operate in aqueous and mild reaction
conditions.
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